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on open government, public sector innovation, and models



work on open government : implementation models

[  source: Open Government Implementation Model (OGIM), reprinted from Lee, Gwanhoo and Kwak, 

Young Hoon (2011). An open government implementation model: moving to increased public 

engagement. Washington, D.C.: IBM Center for the Business of Government, 

http://www.businessofgovernment.org/report/open-government-implementation-model-moving-

increased-public-engagement ]

http://www.businessofgovernment.org/report/open-government-implementation-model-moving-increased-public-engagement


work on open government : implementation models

[  source: The Loch Ness Model: Process, reprinted from Gigler, B. and others (2014). The Loch Ness 

Model: Can ICTs Bridge the Accountability Gap?. Washington, D.C.: World Bank, 

https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/20113?locale-attribute=fr ]

https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/20113?locale-attribute=fr


work on open government : implementation models

[  source: UN ESCWA Four-Phased Framework, reprinted from Mounahed, M.B. and Idlebi, N. (2017). 

Policy Framework for Strengthening Open Government in the Arab Countries, 

https://www.unescwa.org/sites/www.unescwa.org/files/events/files/idlebi-munajed-escwa-open-

government-framework-en.pdf ]

https://www.unescwa.org/sites/www.unescwa.org/files/events/files/idlebi-munajed-escwa-open-government-framework-en.pdf


why do we need an implementation model ?

open government is a systemic change

who can succeed ? the entire system, only

who can fail ? each and every part

interdependencies of action make things intertwingled

interdependencies of knowledge make things intertwingled



intertwingularity

[  source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intertwingularity ]

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intertwingularity


so why do we need an implementation model ?

in order not to see things as knots

in order to have a point to start from

in order to have a direction to proceed

in order to have a sense of what comes next

in order to monitor progress

in order to avoid management panic

in order to not make things as knots



do we need strict models ?

no size fits all

culture cannot be overstressed

minimum prescriptiveness, not the opposite

agility



work on public sector innovation : an oxymoron ?

[  source: https://apolitical.co/solution_article/i-said-i-work-in-public-sector-innovation-isnt-that-an-

oxymoron-he-replied/ ]

https://apolitical.co/solution_article/i-said-i-work-in-public-sector-innovation-isnt-that-an-oxymoron-he-replied/


work on public sector innovation : not an oxymoron …

[  source: https://www.vic.gov.au/promoting-and-supporting-innovation-public-sector ]

https://www.vic.gov.au/promoting-and-supporting-innovation-public-sector


work on public sector innovation : a guideline

[  source: UN ESCWA, https://www.unescwa.org/guideline-public-sector-innovation-arab-region ]

https://www.unescwa.org/guideline-public-sector-innovation-arab-region


again, why do we need an implementation model ?

public sector innovation is a change of a system with 

intertwingled parts

innovation calls for newness : offering new services or 

improvements over existing ones in new ways

what is new ?

sth that is not old, sth that does not exist already

new in our own context, new globally, new glocally



again, why do we need an implementation model ?

local newness calls for porting ideas from elsewhere

glocal newness call for glocally new thinking

thinking out-of-the-box

what is the box ?

where is the box ?

is the box around us, is the box inside us, is the box us ?

lateral, rather than vertical, thinking



can new thinking be modelled ?

[  sources: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lateral_thinking, 

https://www.harpercollins.com/9780060903251/lateral-thinking/ ]

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lateral_thinking
https://www.harpercollins.com/9780060903251/lateral-thinking/


can new thinking be led by people ?

[  source: https://www.peopleledinnovation.org/#/ ]

https://www.peopleledinnovation.org/#/


then, do we need strict models ?

out-of-the-box thinking cannot be fully prescribed

(the opposite would be an oxymoron …)

yet, bringing out-of-the-box ideas into in-the-box 

implementations calls for much more structure

the box needs to become open, but remain structured

just like open government needs to become open, but 

remain structured



can public sector innovation serve open government ?

innovation, in the sense of offering new services or 

improvements over existing ones in new ways, that 

contribute to

- more transparent government

- more accountable government

- participation for more effective government



a lifecycle for public sector innovation efforts



the IDEA lifecycle

[  source: The IDEA Lifecycle for Public Sector Innovation, UN ESCWA Guideline on Fostering 

Innovation in the Public Sectors of the Arab Region, 

https://www.unescwa.org/sites/www.unescwa.org/files/page_attachments/guideline-public-sector-

innovation-arab-region-en-chapter3.pdf ]

https://www.unescwa.org/sites/www.unescwa.org/files/page_attachments/guideline-public-sector-innovation-arab-region-en-chapter3.pdf


IDEA lifecycle Ideation Phase

[  source: ibidem ]

have the internal stakeholders of 

the public sector generate ideas 

for innovation, grounded not 

just on the potential to 

innovate, but on actual needs of 

the public sector for bringing 

forward positive change 



IDEA lifecycle Ideation Phase

[  source: ibidem ]



IDEA lifecycle Ideation Phase

[  source: ibidem ]

all  activities recommended at 

first time, some may be omitted 

in iterations, Collaboration 

always recommended

no strict waterfall, overlaps and 

re-orderings are possible



IDEA lifecycle Deliberation Phase

[  source: ibidem ]

have the internal stakeholders of 

the public sector reach out to 

external stakeholders pertinent 

to the innovation proposals that 

have been generated, and 

encourage them to deliberate 

over the latter



IDEA lifecycle Deliberation Phase

[  source: ibidem ]



IDEA lifecycle Deliberation Phase

[  source: ibidem ]

all  activities recommended at 

first time, some may be omitted 

in iterations, Participation 

always recommended

no strict waterfall, overlaps and 

re-orderings are possible



IDEA lifecycle Evolution Phase

[  source: ibidem ]

allow public sectors to 

implement, along a circular 

evolutionary process, the 

innovation proposals that have 

been formulated 



IDEA lifecycle Evolution Phase

[  source: ibidem ]



IDEA lifecycle Evolution Phase

[  source: ibidem ]

all  activities recommended at 

first time, some may be omitted 

in iterations, Project 

Management always 

recommended

no strict waterfall, overlaps and 

re-orderings are possible



IDEA lifecycle Assimilation Phase

[  source: ibidem ]

monitor how the innovations 

effected by public sectors are 

adopted by all stakeholders 

involved, those internal to the 

public sector and, most 

importantly, those external



IDEA lifecycle Assimilation Phase

[  source: ibidem ]



IDEA lifecycle Assimilation Phase

[  source: ibidem ]

all  activities recommended at 

first time, some may be omitted 

in iterations, Online Community 

always recommended

no strict waterfall, overlaps and 

re-orderings are possible



degrees of iterativeness in the IDEA lifecycle

[  source: ibidem ]

…



discussion …



what would you think about the Ideation component ?

is it clear ? 

redundant ? 

holistic ? 

complex ? 

fit for context ? 

easy to apply ? 

yes/no’s and why’s welcome :-)



what would you think about the Deliberation component ?

is it clear ? 

redundant ? 

holistic ? 

complex ? 

fit for context ? 

easy to apply ? 

yes/no’s and why’s welcome :-)



what would you think about the Evolution component ?

is it clear ? 

redundant ? 

holistic ? 

complex ? 

fit for context ? 

easy to apply ? 

yes/no’s and why’s welcome :-)



what would you think about the Assimilation component ?

is it clear ? 

redundant ? 

holistic ? 

complex ? 

fit for context ? 

easy to apply ? 

yes/no’s and why’s welcome :-)



would you think IDEA fits the ESCWA 4-phased OGF ?

IDEA-guided PSI for 

transparency services ?

participation services ?

IDEA-guided PSI for 

collaboration services ?

engagement services ?



would you think IDEA fits the ESCWA 4-phased OGF ?

could a sustained IDEA-led

PSI effort operate per se

as a framework for

transparency ?

participation ?

collaboration ?

engagement ?



public sector innovation for open government

through emerging technologies :

a few examples to discuss



public sector innovation for transparency

starting from :

Texas Transparency, United States

https://comptroller.texas.gov/transparency/

https://comptroller.texas.gov/transparency/


Texas Transparency information

[  source: https://www.innovations.harvard.edu/texas-transparency ]

https://www.innovations.harvard.edu/texas-transparency


Texas Transparency website

[  source: https://comptroller.texas.gov/transparency/ ]

https://comptroller.texas.gov/transparency/


Texas Transparency website

[  source: https://comptroller.texas.gov/transparency/ ]

https://comptroller.texas.gov/transparency/


Texas Transparency website

[  source: https://comptroller.texas.gov/transparency/ ]

https://comptroller.texas.gov/transparency/


some emerging technologies : satellite, IoT, blockchain

[  source: https://www.agrilinks.org/post/leveraging-satellites-and-internet-things-sweetsense-

facilitates-water-service-access-kenya-and ]

https://www.agrilinks.org/post/leveraging-satellites-and-internet-things-sweetsense-facilitates-water-service-access-kenya-and


some emerging technologies : satellite, IoT, blockchain

[  source: https://www.agrilinks.org/post/leveraging-satellites-and-internet-things-sweetsense-

facilitates-water-service-access-kenya-and ]

https://www.agrilinks.org/post/leveraging-satellites-and-internet-things-sweetsense-facilitates-water-service-access-kenya-and


some emerging technologies : satellite, IoT, blockchain

[  source: http://www.sweetsensors.com/applications/groundwater/ ]

http://www.sweetsensors.com/applications/groundwater/


discussion …



PSI for transparency example : points to reflect upon

is this example clear ? 

would you think it qualifies as innovative ? 

how easily could it be ported to your context ? 

how much new technology would it need ? 

which public sector could lead implementation ? 

which stakeholders should be involved ? 

which IDEA phases would be most critical ? 

which factor / risk could be critical for success ? 

which key metric could indicate performance ? 



public sector innovation for accountability

starting from :

BA Obras, Argentina

https://www.buenosaires.gob.ar/baobras

https://www.buenosaires.gob.ar/baobras


BA Obras information

[  source: https://apolitical.co/solution_article/buenos-aires-open-source-platform-is-making-public-

works-transparent/ ]

https://apolitical.co/solution_article/buenos-aires-open-source-platform-is-making-public-works-transparent/


BA Obras website

[  source: https://www.buenosaires.gob.ar/baobras ]

https://www.buenosaires.gob.ar/baobras


BA Obras website

[  source: https://www.buenosaires.gob.ar/baobras ]

https://www.buenosaires.gob.ar/baobras


BA Obras website

[  source: https://www.buenosaires.gob.ar/baobras ]

https://www.buenosaires.gob.ar/baobras


some emerging technologies: AR,VR

[  source: https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbescommunicationscouncil/2018/04/17/augmented-reality-

for-good/ ]

https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbescommunicationscouncil/2018/04/17/augmented-reality-for-good/#5a925edaad1b


some emerging technologies: AR,VR

[  source: https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbescommunicationscouncil/2018/04/17/augmented-reality-

for-good/ ]

https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbescommunicationscouncil/2018/04/17/augmented-reality-for-good/#5a925edaad1b


some emerging technologies: AR,VR

[  source: https://vrforimpact.com/ ]

https://vrforimpact.com/


some emerging technologies: AR,VR

[  source: https://www.oculus.com/vr-for-good/ ]

https://www.oculus.com/vr-for-good/


discussion …



PSI for accountability example : points to reflect upon

is this example clear ? 

would you think it qualifies as innovative ? 

how easily could it be ported to your context ? 

how much new technology would it need ? 

which public sector could lead implementation ? 

which stakeholders should be involved ? 

which IDEA phases would be most critical ? 

which factor / risk could be critical for success ? 

which key metric could indicate performance ? 



public sector innovation for participation

starting from :

WeSenseIt Citizen Water Observatories, EU

http://www.wesenseit.com/

http://www.wesenseit.com/


WeSenseIt Citizen Water Observatories

[  source: http://www.wesenseit.com/ ]

http://www.wesenseit.com/


WeSenseIt Citizen Water Observatories

[  source: http://www.wesenseit.com/ ]

http://www.wesenseit.com/


WeSenseIt Citizen Water Observatories

[  source: http://www.wesenseit.com/ ]

http://www.wesenseit.com/


some emerging technologies: drones

[  source: https://www.ideo.org/project/drones-for-good ]

https://www.ideo.org/project/drones-for-good


some emerging technologies: drones

[  source: https://www.nytimes.com/2018/12/17/health/vanuatu-vaccines-drones.html ]

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/12/17/health/vanuatu-vaccines-drones.html


some emerging technologies: drones

[  source: https://www.dronethusiast.com/drones-for-good-gimball-winner/ ]

https://www.dronethusiast.com/drones-for-good-gimball-winner/


discussion …



PSI for participation example : points to reflect upon

is this example clear ? 

would you think it qualifies as innovative ? 

how easily could it be ported to your context ? 

how much new technology would it need ? 

which public sector could lead implementation ? 

which stakeholders should be involved ? 

which IDEA phases would be most critical ? 

which factor / risk could be critical for success ? 

which key metric could indicate performance ? 



public sector innovation for engagement

starting from :

I Value Citizen Budget Input, United States

https://www.hampton.gov/2016/I-Value-Citizen-Budget-

Input

https://www.hampton.gov/2016/I-Value-Citizen-Budget-Input


I Value Citizen Budget Input

[  source: https://www.hampton.gov/3183/About-the-I-Value-Campaign ]

https://www.hampton.gov/3183/About-the-I-Value-Campaign


I Value Citizen Budget Input

[  source: https://www.hampton.gov/2016/I-Value-Citizen-Budget-Input ]

https://www.hampton.gov/2016/I-Value-Citizen-Budget-Input


I Value Citizen Budget Input

[  source: https://www.hampton.gov/3428/FY19-I-Value-Campaign ]

https://www.hampton.gov/3428/FY19-I-Value-Campaign


some emerging technologies: big data, AI, blockchain

[  source: https://business.blogthinkbig.com/gsma-announces-new-developments-in/ ]

https://business.blogthinkbig.com/gsma-announces-new-developments-in/


some emerging technologies: big data, AI, blockchain

[  source: https://business.blogthinkbig.com/gsma-announces-new-developments-in/ ]

https://business.blogthinkbig.com/gsma-announces-new-developments-in/


some emerging technologies: big data, AI, blockchain

[  source: https://ai4good.org/traffic-safety-guide/ ]

https://ai4good.org/traffic-safety-guide/


some emerging technologies: big data, AI, blockchain

[  source: http://www.internal-displacement.org/monitoring-tools/monitoring-platform ]

http://www.internal-displacement.org/monitoring-tools/monitoring-platform


some emerging technologies: big data, AI, blockchain

[  source: https://datarella.com/building-blocks-how-the-world-food-programme-harnesses-

blockchain-technology-ro-deliver-aid/ ]

https://datarella.com/building-blocks-how-the-world-food-programme-harnesses-blockchain-technology-ro-deliver-aid/


some emerging technologies: big data, AI, blockchain

[  source: https://datarella.com/building-blocks-how-the-world-food-programme-harnesses-

blockchain-technology-ro-deliver-aid/ ]

https://datarella.com/building-blocks-how-the-world-food-programme-harnesses-blockchain-technology-ro-deliver-aid/


discussion …



PSI for engagement example : points to reflect upon

is this example clear ? 

would you think it qualifies as innovative ? 

how easily could it be ported to your context ? 

how much new technology would it need ? 

which public sector could lead implementation ? 

which stakeholders should be involved ? 

which IDEA phases would be most critical ? 

which factor / risk could be critical for success ? 

which key metric could indicate performance ? 



some additional online resources :

looking for more examples of

public sector innovation for open government

through emerging technologies



Gartner’s hype cycles

[  source: Gartner, https://www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner/top-trends-from-gartner-hype-cycle-

for-digital-government-technology-2018/, all rights reserved ]

https://www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner/top-trends-from-gartner-hype-cycle-for-digital-government-technology-2018/


Gartner’s hype cycles

[  source: Gartner, https://www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner/5-trends-emerge-in-gartner-hype-

cycle-for-emerging-technologies-2018/, all rights reserved ]

https://www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner/5-trends-emerge-in-gartner-hype-cycle-for-emerging-technologies-2018/


Government Innovators Network

[  source:  https://www.innovations.harvard.edu/find-innovative-solutions ]

https://www.innovations.harvard.edu/find-innovative-solutions


The Living Library

[  source:  https://thelivinglib.org/collection/ ]

https://thelivinglib.org/collection/


Innovate UK Blog

[  source:  https://innovateuk.blog.gov.uk/ ]

https://innovateuk.blog.gov.uk/


UN Public Service Awards Knowledge Base

[  source:  https://publicadministration.un.org/en/Research/Case-Studies/unpsacases ]

https://publicadministration.un.org/en/Research/Case-Studies/unpsacases


OECD OPSI Case Studies

[  source:  https://oecd-opsi.org/case_type/opsi/ ]

https://oecd-opsi.org/case_type/opsi/


OGP citizengage

[  source: https://www.ogpstories.org/ ]

https://www.ogpstories.org/


Apolitical solution articles

[  source: https://apolitical.co/solutions/ ]

https://apolitical.co/solutions/


Shareable resources

[  source:  https://www.shareable.net/category/government/ ]

https://www.shareable.net/category/government/


AI for good

[  source:  https://www.google.com/search?q=AI+for+good ]

https://www.google.com/search?q=AI+for+good


big data for good

[  source:  https://www.google.com/search?q=big+data+for+good ]

https://www.google.com/search?q=big+data+for+good


blockchain for good

[  source: https://www.google.com/search?q=blockchain+for+good ]

https://www.google.com/search?q=blockchain+for+good


data for good

[  source:  https://www.google.com/search?q=data+for+good ]

https://www.google.com/search?q=data+for+good


drones for good

[  source:  https://www.google.com/search?q=drones+for+good ]

https://www.google.com/search?q=drones+for+good


ICT for good

[  source:  https://www.google.com/search?q=ICT+for+good ]

https://www.google.com/search?q=ICT+for+good


ID for good

[  source:  https://www.google.com/search?q=ID+for+good ]

https://www.google.com/search?q=ID+for+good


IoT for good

[  source:  https://www.google.com/search?q=IoT+for+good ]

https://www.google.com/search?q=IoT+for+good


social media for good

[  source:  https://www.google.com/search?q=social+media+for+good ]

https://www.google.com/search?q=social+media+for+good


VR for good

[  source:  https://www.google.com/search?q=VR+for+good ]

https://www.google.com/search?q=VR+for+good


AR for good

[  source:  https://www.google.com/search?q=AR+for+good ]

https://www.google.com/search?q=AR+for+good


thank you :-)
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